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Abstract
The use ofmulti-pinhole collimation has enabled ultra-high-resolution imaging of SPECT andPET
tracers in small animals. Key for obtaining high-quality images is the use of statistical iterative image
reconstructionwith accurate energy-dependent photon transportmodelling through collimator and
detector. This can be incorporated in a systemmatrix that contains the probabilities that a photon
emitted from a certain voxel is detected at a specific detector pixel. Herewe introduce a fastMonte-
Carlo based (FMC-based)matrix generationmethod for pinhole imaging that is easy to apply to
various radionuclides. Themethod is based on accelerated point source simulations combinedwith
model-based interpolation to straightforwardly change or combine photon energies of the radio-
nuclide of interest. The proposedmethodwas evaluated for a VECTor PET-SPECT systemwith (i) a
HE-UHR-Mcollimator and (ii) an EXIRAD-3D 3Dautoradiography collimator. Both experimental
scanswith 99mTc, 111In, and 123I, and simulated scanswith 67Ga and 90Ywere performed for
evaluation. FMCwas comparedwith two currently used approaches, one based on a set of point source
measurements with 99mTc (dubbed traditionalmethod), and the other based on an energy-dependent
ray-tracing simulation (ray-tracingmethod). The reconstruction results showbetter image quality
when using FMC-basedmatrices thanwhen applying the traditional or ray-tracingmatrices in various
cases. FMC-basedmatrices generalise better than the traditionalmatrices when imaging radionuclides
with energies deviating toomuch from the energy used in the calibration and are computationally
more efficient for very-high-resolution imaging than the ray-tracingmatrices. In addition, FMChas
the advantage of easily combining energies in a singlematrix which is relevant when imaging
radionuclides withmultiple photopeak energies (e.g. 67Ga and 111In) orwith a continuous energy
spectrum (e.g. 90Y). To conclude, FMC is an efficient, accurate, and versatile tool for creating system
matrices for ultra-high-resolution pinhole SPECT.

1. Introduction

Statistical iterative image reconstruction is prominently used in SPECT and PET (Hutton et al 1997,Qi and
Leahy 2006). To obtain high-quality images, accurate knowledge of the energy-dependent photon transport
through the collimator and in the detector is required. This is usually captured in the point spread functions
(PSFs), the scanner’s response to a point source. PSFs for all voxels in the field-of-view (FOV) together can be
combined in the so-called systemmatrix, withmatrix elements corresponding to the probability that a photon
emitted from a certain voxel is detected in a certain detector pixel. Forwell representing these probabilities, the
PSFs need to be noiseless.

Severalmethods to obtain the systemmatrix for pinhole SPECT are in use. They can be grouped into three
main categories. Thefirst approach is based on analyticalmodelling of the scannerwith some pre-determined
geometrical information obtained from a calibrationmeasurement (Feng et al 2010, Aguiar et al 2014,
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Bitar et al 2014). Thismethod requires a very precise calibration, especially for high-resolution pinhole systems
because such systems are susceptible to small parameter variations. The second approach to obtain the system
matrix is by directlymeasuring the PSFs from a tiny radioactive source sequentially placed atmany voxel
locations. This approach provides accurate systemmatrices as themeasurement accounts for all realistic system
geometries and physics processes within the scanner. Some researchers proposed tomeasure a point source at
each of the voxels in the FOV (Liu et al 2002, Furenlid et al 2004,Hesterman et al 2007). However, with the
dramatic resolution increase of recent pinhole SPECT systems, themassive number of requiredmeasurements
oftenmakes this approach infeasible. A practical way is tomeasure only a small number of PSFs, and then
interpolate to estimate themissing PSFs (van derHave et al 2008,Miller et al 2012). This is time-efficient and has
been used in preclinical pinhole SPECT systems to produce both highly quantitative (Wu et al 2010) and high-
resolution images, currently with resolutions down to 0.12mm (Nguyen et al 2020b). The third approach is to
performMonte-Carlo simulation (MCS) to obtain a full systemmatrix as proposed in Bitar et al (2011), Aguiar
et al (2014), Auer et al (2018). This approach can accurately account for all kinds of physics processes, without
the need for extensivemeasurements assuming that the geometry is exactly known. The drawback is thatMCS is
computationally demanding; therefore, it is time-consuming andmay even be infeasible to obtain noiseless PSFs
for very-high-resolution pinhole SPECT.

For pinhole scanners in our labs, U-SPECT (Beekman et al 2005, van derHave et al 2009) andVECTor
(Goorden et al 2013), we usually start with a calibrationmeasurement using a 99mTc (140 keV) point source
placed at a fewhundred positionswithin the FOV to obtain a set of PSFs. Then, a systemmatrix is traditionally
generated by a PSFfitting and an interpolation procedure as described in van derHave et al (2008). In this
method, themeasured point source ideally needs to be smaller than the image voxel,meaning that for very-high-
resolution systems like EXIRAD-3D (voxel size 50μm), it is challenging to fabricate such a tiny point source still
containing a sufficiently high activity. Besides, such amatrix generated from 99mTc point sourcemeasurements
describes photon transport at 140 keV emission energy. It can also be used to reconstruct other radionuclides
emitting photonswith energies in close proximity to 140 keV such as 123I (159 keV), but it is sub-optimal to be
used in reconstructing radionuclides emitting photonswith very different energies. In principle, one could
envisage using a separate point source calibration for each radionuclide, but this is costly and time-consuming if
many radionuclides are to be usedwith the scanner. Additionally, for radionuclides that have a short half-life or
radionuclides that are difficult to be producedwith a sufficiently high activity condensed in the point source, it is
very challenging to obtain noiseless PSFs in the calibrationmeasurement.

In our labs, we also developed a ray-tracingmatrix generationmethod that can easily adapt thematrix energy
for different radionuclides. It uses the same 99mTc point source calibration for geometrical information and then
calculates photon transport for every emission-to-detection path through the collimator and detectormaterial.
The input collimator can bemodelledwith either an analytical description or a voxelised volume. The latter is
often used because it can represent complex collimator geometries. The ray-tracingmatrix is specifically used for
positron emitters and other high-energy radionuclides, and it can also be used for low-energy radionuclides.
However, the ray-tracing calculation can be too computationally expensive for ultra-high-resolution systems
with complex-geometry collimators such as EXIRAD-3D. It is because, for such a system, this calculation
currently requires a voxelised volume to represent the collimator accurately, and both the collimator’s voxel size
and the image’s voxel size need to be very small, which increase thematrix generation time.Moreover,multiple
ray-tracingmatrices at different energies are required for optimal imaging of radionuclides that emit complex
energy spectra, such as 67Gawithmultiple photopeak energies or 90Ywith awide continuous energy spectrum.
This is time demanding bothwhen generating thematrix and for image reconstruction.

Here we present an efficient and accurate FMC-basedmatrix generationmethod to address the challenges
mentioned above. From the same calibrationmeasurement used for existingmatrix generationmethods, a fast
MCS (FMCS)was performed to obtain a set of PSFs for the targeted radionuclide, and the same interpolation
method as in van derHave et al (2008)was applied to generate a full systemmatrix. This way, realistic physics
processes are included inside thematrix, andmatrices for other radionuclides than the one used in the
calibrationmeasurement (99mTc) can be easily generated. The FMC-basedmethod can also combine
information frommultiple energies in a singlematrix to save time in bothmatrix generation and image
reconstruction.We validate the proposed FMC-basedmatrix with both experiments and simulation studies
with 99mTc, 111In, 123I, 67Ga, and 90Y.

2.Methods

2.1. Studied systems andmulti-pinhole collimators
The studies in this workwere performed on aVECTor imaging system, commercially available viaMILabs B.V.,
Utrecht, theNetherlands. Two collimators were used, aHE-UHR-Mcollimator for simultaneous in vivo
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SPECT/PET imaging ofmicewith submillimeter resolutions down to 0.6mm for 18F and 0.4mm for 99mTc
(Goorden et al 2013, 2020), and an EXIRAD-3D collimator for ex vivo SPECT imaging of tissue samples with a
resolution of 120μmfor 99mTc (Nguyen et al 2019, 2020b). The systemuses a triangular detector setupwith
three large-FOV gamma-cameras, each equippedwith a 9.5mm thickNaI(Tl) crystal and read out by 55
photomultiplier tubes.

TheHE-UHR-M collimator uses clustered-pinhole technology (Goorden andBeekman 2010, Goorden et al
2013) that effectively collimates high-energy photonswithout compromising the collimator’s FOV. It contains
162 pinholes with a diameter of 0.7mmand narrow opening angles of 16°–18° that are grouped in clusters of
four. The pinholes are placed in such away that pinhole projection overlapping on the detector isminimised,
and there is no pinhole shielding applied outside the collimator.

The EXIRAD-3D collimator has a large pinholemagnification factor that enables high-resolution ex vivo
imaging of small tissue samples such as amouse kidney or amouse thyroid. It contains 87 pinholes with a
diameter of 0.15mmand an opening angle of 26°. A trapezium-hole lead shielding tube is attached outside the
collimator’s core to prevent pinhole projection overlapping.

2.2.Monte-Carlo simulations
MCSswere used to generate sets of PSFs fromwhich FMC-based systemmatrices were generated (see
section 2.3.2). Theywere also used for simulated scans in this work (sections 2.4.4, 2.4.5)when corresponding
experiments were not performed.

Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) (Jan et al 2004, 2011) version 8.0was used on a
CentOS 6.6 cluster with 250 processors for theMCS in this work. System geometries consisting of threeNaI(Tl)
scintillators and amulti-pinhole collimatorwere both pre-created as STLfiles inMATLABR2018b
(MathWorks, Natick,MA,USA)where any geometry calibration information arriving from the real system (see
section 2.3.1)was already applied before importing it intoGATE. This ismuch easier than applying the
calibration information insideGATE. All the scanned phantoms inGATEwere created using analytical shapes.
Physics processes were defined using the ‘emstandard’ physics list builder as explained in theGATE
documentation. The radioactive sources (67Ga, 99mTc, 111In, 123I)were createdwith discrete energy spectra
retrieved fromChu et al (1998). This allows the simulation to include the full radionuclides’ emission energy
spectrawhile still being time-efficient as the spectrawere pre-defined.Only for 90Y, the ‘fastY90’ source
(officially releasedwithGATE version 8.0)was used. This source generates photons directly from a pre-
calculated bremsstrahlung kernel, rather than simulating the full electron transport of the emitted beta particle,
to speed up the simulation. Furthermore, a threshold of 105 keVwas set to exclude lower-energy
bremsstrahlung photons that are often not used in 90Y imaging (Dewaraja et al 2017, Chun et al 2020). The
detector’s energy resolution and spatial resolutionweremodelled in the sameway as inNguyen et al (2019).

2.3.Monte-Carlo based systemmodelling
The FMC-based systemmodelling startedwith a calibration step followed by an FMC-based point source
simulation to obtain an initial set of PSFs for the required radionuclide. Subsequently, a complete systemmatrix
was generatedwith an interpolation process tofill in thematrix elements for the rest of the voxels within the
FOV.Details of this procedure are explained below.

2.3.1. Calibration
A calibration stepwas necessary to determine the position and orientation of the collimator, and each detector in
the real system asmanufacturing inaccuracies could result in a geometry that is slightly different from the
original design. This stepwas not necessary for simulated scans because the geometries in the simulationwere
exactly as designed. The calibration startedwith themeasurement of a series of 99mTc point source responses
with sources placed atmultiple positions inside the collimator’s FOV (435 positions for EXIRAD-3D and 679
positions forHE-UHR-M). The number of positionswas determined based on the setup in van derHave et al
(2008). It depends on the ratio between the size of the collimator’s FOV and thematrix voxel size. The positions
are distributed on a denser grid near the centre of the FOV than the locations further away from the centre, and
in general, the grid’s unit size is about 10–40 times the voxel size. The number of point source positions could
also be a bit smaller or larger than the stated value; however, it should not be too small to keep sufficient
sampling in the FOV and not too large to prevent long calibration time. From the scan, a dataset was generated
following the procedure in van derHave et al (2008), with each entry containing the projection (PSF) location on
the detector, and the corresponding pinhole and point source location. The same geometryfitting algorithm as
inGoorden et al (2016)was then performed to allow for the rigid transformation of the collimator and each
detector tominimise themean squared error between themeasured and estimated PSF locations. Results of this
fittingwere 24 parameters describing the translation (three parameters) and rotation (three Euler angles) of the
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collimator and each of the three detectors. These parameters were subsequently used to transform the designed
collimator and detectors and generate corresponding fitted STL files for theGATE simulation.

2.3.2. Accelerated point source simulation
This step is the key that allows for the accurate generation of PSFs for the radionuclide of interest based onMCS
without additionalmeasurements. In this simulation, an infinitely small point sourcewas defined inGATE, with
the same set of point source positions as in the calibrationmeasurement being used. The point sourcewas
assumed to be inwater. A simple acceleration techniquewas applied for the point source simulation by directing
the photon emission from the point source to the pinholes in narrow beams instead of the default emission at all
angles. This is a kind of forced detection—one of the variance reduction techniques inMCS. There exist several
implementations of forced detection for pinhole SPECT (Gieles et al 2002, Beenhouwer and Staelens 2010). In
ourmethod, only the emission angle from the decay location at the point source is adjusted, and no alteration is
applied at individual photon interaction points as in the othermethods,meaning it is simple to implement in
GATE at themacro level just by setting the span of the polar angle and the azimuthal angle of the emission
distribution.Note that this acceleration techniquewas used for a point source, but it was not suitable for large
sources and hence not used for the studied scans in section 2.4.

In our acceleration technique, the photon beamswere adapted for each point source and pinhole
combination. Each beam formed a regular pyramidwith an apex angle defined as (figure 1, equation (1)):

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( )a =
r c

h
2 arctan , 1

ph

where rph is the pinhole diameter and h is the distance from the point source to the pinhole centre. The factor c
was the same for all point source positions and pinholes in a point source simulation, but it can vary for different
radionuclides. It was chosenmanually (by checking PSF profiles) to be as small as possible to speed up the
simulationwhilemaking sure that the beam always covers the entire pinhole and photon penetration and
scattering inside the pinhole is not affected.

The pyramid’s edges intersect with the detector’s surface at four points defined by vectors x, y, z, t from the
point source location (figure 1). The solid angle subtended by the detector area seen by the photon beam
composed of solid angles of two triangles (VanOosterom and Strackee 1983):
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The number of photon emissions in each beamwas / pW 4 times the total number of emissions in p4 .This
way, fewer photons needed to be traced, which ultimately resulted in a shorter simulation time.Only for the 90Y
point source simulation, the acceleration techniquewas not applied becausewith this radionuclide, the PSF tails
were long and a large factor c was needed. As a result, the speed up factor is small, and there is a risk of having
overlapping photon beams between different pinholes in a cluster.

Figure 1.Accelerated point source simulation by forced irradiation from the point source to each pinhole.
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2.3.3. Systemmatrix generation
The energywindow applied in creating PSFs from theMCS outputs is exactly the same as the energy window
applied in creating projection data from the scans (section 2.4). As a result, a singlematrix is generated to
reconstruct data from a specific energywindow setting, nomatter whether the projection data is from a single
energywindowor frommultiple energywindows. The obtained PSFs fromFMCSwere pre-processed to remove
high-frequency noise by applying a Richardson–Lucy deconvolution followed by aGaussianfilter with the same
kernel, as was also done in van derHave et al (2008). The kernel’s FWHMwas set to be 0.2mmsmaller than the
detector’s spatial resolution to avoid degrading the PSFs’ resolution.

The above step created the PSFs for a small number of point source positions, while the number of required
matrix voxels was approximately 2× 105 and 2.3× 103 timesmore than that for EXIRAD-3D andHE-UHR-M,
respectively. In order to obtain the full set of PSFs for all voxels, the same interpolationmethod described in van
derHave et al (2008)was used. This process involved characterising the available PSFs usingGaussianmodelling
to calculate their location, flux, andwidth, followed by generalising these parameters over the object space using
analyticalmodels. Subsequently, the PSFs at themissing voxel location (not in the scan grid)was created by
transforming the nearest available PSF on the detector using the parameters obtained above. As a result, a full
systemmatrix was generated for each radionuclide and each energy window setting and stored on disk. For
efficient storage, a cut-offC (>0)was applied such thatmatrix elements that were>C%of themaximumwere
saved.

2.4. Studied scans
To evaluate the FMC-basedmatrix in various situations, complete scans have been performed experimentally or
have been simulated usingMCS.Weused threeDerenzo phantoms (figure 2) to assess image resolution, a
cylindrical phantom to evaluate image uniformity, and amouse thyroid scan to demonstrate a real tissue scan.
CommonSPECT radionuclides 99mTc, 111In, and 123I aswell as two other important radionuclides, 67Ga and 90Y,
were studied. The scanswere performedwith EXIRAD-3D, except for the 90Y scan in section 2.4.5, whichwas
donewith theHE-UHR-Mcollimator because the emission energies of 90Ywere too high for imagingwith
EXIRAD-3D. The following sections describe the scans in detail.

2.4.1. Experimental 99mTc and 111InDerenzo phantom scans
Derenzo phantom1having hot rodswith diameters ranging from0.12 to 0.17mmand a length of 1.5mmwas
filledwith 4.06MBq 99mTc-pertechnetate and scanned for 3 h at nine bed positions. The rodswere in a PMMA
diskwith a diameter of 8.5mmand the same length as the rods. The photopeakwindowwas set to 20% at
140 keV.

Derenzo phantom2having hot rodswith diameters from0.15 to 0.30mmand a length of 2mmwas filled
with 4.6MBq 111In and scanned for 2 h at nine bed positions. The rodswere in a PMMAdiskwith a diameter of
10mmand the same length as the rods. The photopeakwindowwas set to 20% at 171 keV. Although a 245 keV
peak is prominent in the 111In acquisition energy spectrum, this photopeakwas not used because it did not
improve the image acquired at 171 keVwith EXIRAD-3D.

Figure 2.Derenzo phantomswith rod diameters indicated inmm. (a)Derenzo phantom1with 1.5 mm long hot rods. (b)Derenzo
phantom2with 2 mm long hot rods. (c)Derenzo phantom3with 6 mm long hot rods.
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2.4.2. Experimental 99mTc cylindrical phantom scans
A cylindrical phantomwith an inner diameter of 8.5mmand an inner length of 9.5mmwasfilledwith 38.6MBq
99mTc-pertechnetate and scanned for 3 h at 128 beds positions. The phantomwall is 1.1mm thick andmade of
PMMA.The photopeakwindowwas set to 20% at 140 keV. The images were reconstructedwith 100%and 50%
of the counts randomly selected from the acquired list-mode data to assess the uniformity for different count
levels.

2.4.3. Experimental 123Imouse thyroid scan
AC57BL/6mousewas used for the thyroid scan, under a protocol approved by theAnimal ResearchCommittee
atUMCUtrecht and in accordancewith theDutch LawonAnimal Experimentation. Themousewas
anaesthetisedwith isoflurane in air and injected intravenously via the tail veinwith 10.25MBq [123I]NaI. Four
hours post-injection, themousewas euthanised, and its thyroidwas excised and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
The thyroidwas then placed inside an aluminiumholder filledwith Tissue-TekOCT compound (Sakura
Finetek Europe, cat. no. 4583) and attached to a cooling unit to keep the tissue frozen throughout the scan. The
tissuewas scanned for 11 h at four bed positions. The photopeakwindowwas set to 20% at 159 keV.

2.4.4. Simulated 67Ga scan: combiningmultiple photopeaks
67Ga SPECT is commonly used in detecting acute inflammation (Seabold et al 1997,Navalkissoor et al 2015) and
variousmalignancies such as retroperitoneal fibrosis, lymphomas, cardiac sarcoidosis, and IgG4-related disease
(Taki 1990, Kostakoglu et al 2002, van Bommel et al 2007, Ishii et al 2011). The 67Ga emission spectrum shows
several prominent photopeaks (figure 3), including 93 keVwith 39.2% abundance, 184 keVwith 21.2%
abundance, and 300 keVwith 16.8% abundance. Usually, thefirst two photopeaks are used in 67Ga SPECT
either separately or jointly (Moore et al 2003, Shirmohammad 2016, Szlávecz et al 2019). It is of interest to see the
effect of combining these photopeaks in image reconstructionwith a single FMC-basedmatrix thatmodels both
energywindows.

Derenzo phantom1with hot rods of diameters 0.12–0.17mmwas simulated. The rodswere filledwith
0.45MBq 67Ga and scanned for 16 hwith nine bed positions. Nomaterial was assumed in the environment
surrounding the hot rods. The photopeakwindowwas set to either 30% at 93 keVor 20%at 184 keV. Pre-/post-
reconstruction combination of the data from separate energywindowswas done as explained in section 2.5.

2.4.5. Simulated 90Y scan: utilising a wide continuous energy spectrum
90Y is one of themost commonly used radionuclides for targeted radiotherapies and has been applied in
innovative cancer treatments (Lhommel et al 2010, Kennedy 2014). Imaging of 90Y is needed for study and
dosimetry to assess doses delivered to lesions and normal tissues. This can be done by either PET or
bremsstrahlung SPECT. Although 90Y decay does not produce gammas, SPECT imaging has been done by
utilising bremsstrahlung photons associatedwith beta emissions. Still, imaging is challenging due to the
continuous energy spectrumof the bremsstrahlung photons (figure 3), the low yield of bremsstrahlung photons
in tissue, and the range from the beta decay location to the bremsstrahlung emission location. Because of

Figure 3.The acquisition energy spectra for 67Ga and 90Y, obtained from theDerenzo phantom scans for the central bed positions.
The dashed lines define the selected energywindows for these scans.
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difficulty inmodelling thewide energy spectrum in the systemmatrix, only a relatively narrow energywindow
has been used (Siman et al 2016). It is desirable to include asmany photons as possible by extending the energy
window. Recently, several advancedmethods have been applied to utilise photons acquiredwithin awider
energy range, e.g. 105–285 or 0–2000 keV, that provide higher quality images than obtainedwhen using a single
narrow band (Rong et al 2012, Elschot et al 2013, Chun et al 2020). This was done by havingmultiple sub-energy
windows and energy-dependentmatrices, and all of thesematrices are used together in image reconstruction.

Here we approached this imaging situation in a different way. By using the FMC-basedmatrix, ‘continuous
energy’ systemmodelling can be achieved in a singlematrix. Each photon transport wasmodelled based on the
photon energy which can lie anywherewithin the selectedwide acquisitionwindow. This way, the acquisition
windowdoes not need to be separated into sub-bands, and the conventional reconstruction algorithmwith a
singlematrix can be used, which reduces storage for thematrices and shortens reconstruction time.

Derenzo phantom3with hot rods of diameters 0.7–1.2mmwas simulated. The rodswerefilledwith
105MBq 90Y and scanned for 1.5 hwith nine bed positions. The rodswere in awater environment—a cylinder
with a diameter of 20mmand a length of 10mm—because the bremsstrahlung kernel of the ‘fastY90’ source in
GATEwas pre-calculated inwater. The energywindowwas set to 105–135 keV, 135–165 keV, 165–195 keV,
195–225 keV, 225–255 keV, or 255–285 keV. Pre-/post-reconstruction combination of the data from separate
energywindowswas done as explained in section 2.5.

2.5. Image reconstruction and evaluation
Imageswere reconstructed using a similarity-regulated ordered-subset expectationmaximisation algorithm
(Vaissier et al 2016). The voxel sizewas set to 0.05mm for EXIRAD-3D and to 0.4mm forHE-UHR-M. A triple-
energywindowmethodwas applied to correct for the scatter and background radiation. To this end, two energy
windowswere placed on both sides of the acquisitionwindow. The sidewindow’s widthwas 20% (99mTc, 111In,
123I), 25% (67Ga), or 5% (90Y) of the acquisitionwindow’s width. For 90Y, the sidewindowwas relatively narrow
tominimise the effect of the adjacent windows in the continuous energy spectrum. Attenuation correction can
be performed for the presented scanners based on themethod described inWu et al (2010, 2011). However, for
the scanswith ex vivo and in vivomouse collimators presented in this work, the object attenuation effect is small;
therefore, attenuation correctionwas not performed.

TheDerenzo phantom images were evaluated based on the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) calculated in the
sameway as inWalker et al (2014) and the system resolution defined as the diameter of the smallest discernible
rod. TheDerenzo images in the result sectionwere displayedwith the iteration number and theGaussian post-
filter size thatmaximised theCNR averaged over the rod sectors. All of the rod sectors were included in this
calculation, except for the experimental 111In phantom scan, only the three smallest rod sectors were used
becausewith all rod sectors, the obtained imagewas still too blurry. The cylindrical phantomwas reconstructed
with 20 iterations and a post-reconstruction 3DGaussian filter having a FWHMof 0.6mmwas applied. Nine
regions of interest (ROIs), each formed by a circular diskwith 3 mmradius and 0.3 mm thickness, were evenly
placed on the image at 0.45mm intervals. The uniformity was calculated as the ratio of the standard deviation
between the ROIs’means to the average values of the ROIs, and represented as a percentage. The smaller this
number is, themore uniform the reconstructed image is. Themouse thyroid images were reconstructed with 20
iterations followed by a 0.15mmFWHM3DGaussian filter and a 3× 3× 3medianfilter. It was then assessed
visually.

The 90Y beta-to-bremsstrahlung rangewas corrected in image reconstructionwith a pre-calculated kernel
whichwas applied in the forward projection step in reconstructionwhen using traditional or ray-tracing
matrices. This is not required for the FMC-basedmatrix because this rangewas alreadymodelled inside the
matrix. The beta-to-bremsstrahlung range kernel was obtained fromMCS of a 90Y point source inwater.

For the scanswheremultiple energy windowswere available (67Ga and 90Y), the data from thesewindows
were combined in two approaches. In the first approach, projections from separate energywindowswere added
and reconstructedwith onematrix to obtain a ‘pre-combined’ image. In the second approach, reconstructed
images from separate energywindowswere summed to form a ‘post-combined’ image.

2.6. Comparisonwith traditional and ray-tracingmethods
For all scans in this work, the FMC-basedmatrices were comparedwith thematrices generatedwith the
‘traditional’method (van derHave et al 2008) and the ‘ray-tracing’method (Goorden et al 2016) that have been
commonly used for our nuclear scanners. The traditionalmatrices were created for 140 keV from a set of 99mTc
point sourcemeasurements and used to reconstruct all radionuclides in this work; therefore, only onematrix is
required for each collimator. Note that only for 67Ga and 90Y, all data was from simulation; therefore, the point
source ‘measurements’ for the traditionalmatrices in these cases were also generatedwithMCS. The ray-tracing
matrices were created for the central energies of the selected energy windows; therefore, a newmatrix was
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requiredwhen changing the radionuclide or energywindow setting. For example, for the combined projection
data from 67Ga (93 keV+184 keV), the ray-tracingmatrix was generated for 140 keV (about themean of these
two energies). For the combined projection data from 90Y (105–285 keV), thematrix was generated for 195 keV.
The time necessary to generatematrices with differentmethods is summarised in table 4.

Thematrix cut-off (defined in section 2.3.3)was set as in table 1. For the simulated scans (67Ga and 90Y), the
matrix cut-off was always 0.1%. For the experimental scans (99mTc, 123I, and 111In), thematrix cut-off was 20%
for the traditionalmatrices and 4% for the othermatrices. In principle, the smaller cut-off, the better; however,
for the EXIRAD-3D experimental scans, themeasured point source size (>100μm)was larger than thematrix

Table 1.The cut-off used for eachmatrix in this work.

EXIRAD-3D
HE-UHR-M

99mTc 123I 111In 67Ga 90Y

Traditional 20% 20% 20% 0.1% 0.1%

Ray-tracing 4% 4% 4% 0.1% 0.1%

FMC-based 4% 4% 4% 0.1% 0.1%

Table 2.Energy-dependent attenuation coefficient (mm−1) in collimatormaterial (μc) and in detector crystal (μd).thatwere
used for generating ray-tracingmatrices which are references to evaluate the FMC-basedmatrices.

EXIRAD-3D 93 keV 140 keV 159 keV 171 keV 184 keV

mc 9.165 3.242 2.362 1.974 1.656

md 0.306 0.245 0.154 0.130 0.109

HE-UHR-M 120 keV 150 keV 180 keV 195 keV 210 keV 240 keV 270 keV

mc 5.132 2.914 1.861 1.538 1.293 0.957 0.744

md 0.258 0.175 0.115 0.094 0.082 0.061 0.047

Figure 4.Zoom into a pinhole in the EXIRAD-3D collimator used for the ray-tracingmatrices to illustrate the accuracy of the
voxelised aperture. Black represents air andwhite represents collimatormaterial. The pinhole diameter is 0.15mm.The smallest
collimator voxel size that was possible to be used in this paper is 0.025mm.
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voxel size (50μm), andwe experimentally observed that a large cut-off compensated for the effect of a too large
point source size. Ideally, the point source should be smaller than thematrix voxel; however,making a tinier
point source than 100μmwas difficult in our laboratory. Therefore, for the traditionalmatrices used in
EXIRAD-3D experimental scans, we chose amatrix cut-off of 20%which resulted in higher-resolution images
than amatrix cut-off of 4%, as shown infigure A2 in the appendix.

The ray-tracing code required energy-dependent attenuation coefficients of the collimatormaterial (mc) and
of the detector crystal (md) (table 2). mc was obtained fromSeltzer (1993), Hubbell and Seltzer (1995) and md was
calculated fromMCS in the sameway as inNguyen et al (2020a). The ray-tracing code also required a collimator
file whichwas either an analytical description or a voxelised volume. Generating amatrix with the analytical
collimator require less computation time thanwith the voxelised collimator. The analytical descriptionwas
sufficiently accurate forHE-UHR-M,while the voxelised volumewas needed for EXIRAD-3D tomodel
complex shielding layer that are difficult to be described analytically. The voxel size of the voxelised collimator
should be small enough to avoid the discretisation effect of the pinholes (0.15mm in diameter for EXIRAD-3D),
but too small collimator voxels significantly increase the ray-tracing time. For this EXIRAD-3D collimator, the

Figure 5.A comparison between fullMonte-Carlo simulation and accelerated simulation of a point source scanwith 99mTc and the
EXIRAD-3D collimator. (a) 2DPSF at three different locations on the detector. (b) 1Dprofiles through PSF(2) at the location indicated
by yellow lines. For reference to the profiles from the traditional and ray-tracingmethods, please see figure A1 in the appendix.

Figure 6.Experimental Derenzo phantom scanswith 99mTc and 111Inwith the EXIRAD-3D collimator to compare images resulting
from the FMC-basedmatrices with those obtainedwith the referencematrices. The images were displayedwith the iteration number
and the filter size thatmaximise theCNR. Slice thicknesses were 0.2mmand 0.8mm for 99mTc and 111In, respectively. Profiles
through these images can be seen infigure A4 in the appendix.
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finest voxel size that can be set was 0.025mmwhich is still relatively coarse compared to the pinhole diameters
(figure 4), but it was hard to reduce it furtherwhile keeping a feasiblematrix calculation time.

3. Results

3.1. Validation of accelerated point source simulation
Figure 5 compares the accelerated point source simulation (FMCS)with the fullMCS of a 99mTc point source
scan for EXIRAD-3D. The presented PSF corresponds to photons froma point source at the collimator’s centre
going through three different pinholes. Both the 2DPSFs and the 1Dprofiles indicate that the acceleration
method for point source simulation produces the same PSFs as the full simulation does. This is true for PSFs
with other point source positions. The normalised rootmean squared error between PSFs fromMCS and FMCS

Table 3.Chosen factor c (used in equation (1)) and time required for point
source simulations, comparingMCS and fastMCS. The listed time included the
GATE simulation time and the time to generate rawPSFs from theGATE output
files. Note that the accelerationwas not applied for 90Y, as previously explained in
section 2.3.2.

EXIRAD-3D HE-

UHR-M
99mTc 123I 111In 67Ga 90Y

c 3.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 N/A

MCS 34 h 34 h 42 h 22 h 59 h

FastMCS 32 min 32 min 61 min 51 min N/A

Table 4.The time required to generatematrices with FMC-basedmethod,
traditionalmethod, and ray-tracingmethod. For the FMC-basedmatrices, the
time already included the FMCS time (table 3). The time to generate traditional
matrices was the same for different radionuclides because thesematrices only
modelled photon transport at 140 keV.

EXIRAD-3D HE-

UHR-M
99mTc 123I 111In 67Ga 90Y

Traditional 2.8 h 2.8 h 2.8 h 2.8 h 23 min

Ray-tracing 11.7 d 12.1 d 13.0 d 12.1 d 1.6 d

FMC-based 3.3 h 3.4 h 4.2 h 6.3 h 2.5 d

Figure 7.CNR comparison between the FMC-basedmatrices and the referencematrices for the experimental Derenzo phantom scans
with 99mTc and 111In. The traditionalmatrix used a>100 μmpoint source, while the FMC-basedmatrix used a∼0 μmpoint source.
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is about 4.2× 10–4.Meanwhile, the accelerated version takes significantly less computation time compared to
the full simulation, as summarised in table 3. In this table, the time for simulating a full set of PSFs for each of the
studied FMC-basedmatrices in this work and the chosen factor c as described in section 2.3.2 are reported. The
timingwas done on a Linux cluster with Intel(R)Xeon(R)CPUs E5-2620, and 250 coreswere used in total.

3.2. Experimental 99mTc and 111In phantom scans
Figure 6 presents the experimental results of theDerenzo phantom scanswith 99mTc and 111In. The traditional
matrix yielded comparable image resolutions as the FMC-basedmatrix while showing a visually lower contrast
between the hot rods and the background regions between the rods. This is probably because the point source
used in the calibration scanwas too large while ideally, the point source size should be smaller than the image
voxel size, as illustrated infigure A1 and table A1. The ray-tracingmatrix resulted in images withmore
background artefacts than the othermatrices.We believe this is because the collimator voxel size of 0.025mm
was still notfine enough to represent the 0.15 mmdiameter pinholes accurately (figure 4). Itwas hard to reduce
this collimator voxel size furtherwhile still keeping a practicalmatrix generation time.Generating the ray-tracing
matrix for EXIRAD-3D took about 11–13 d (table 4)onaWindows serverwith Intel® Xeon®CPUE5-2680 v3

Figure 8.Experimental cylindrical phantom scanwith 99mTc to compare the FMC-basedmatrix with the referencematrices. The
uniformity is listed under the image. The smaller this number, the better. Slice thickness was 0.2mm.

Figure 9.Experimentalmouse thyroid scanwith 123I to compare the FMC-basedmatrixwith the referencematrices. Slice thickness
was 0.2mm.
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(48 cores) andwas thus already impractically long. For both scans, the FMC-basedmatrices achieved higher
CNRs than the traditional and ray-tracingmatrices (figure 7). Table 4 also presents the time to generatematrices
with differentmethods, showing that FMC-basedmethodneeded slightlymore time than the traditionalmethod
and significantly less time than the ray-tracingmethod.Note that in case of 90Y, the ray-tracingmethodused
an analytical descriptionof the collimator instead of a voxelised volume; therefore, itwas faster than the FMC
method.

Figure 8 presents the experimental results of the uniformphantom scanwith 99mTc. For each scan, an axial
slice and a coronal slice were shown, and the calculated uniformitymeasures were provided. Note that a lower
number for thismeasuremeans better image uniformity.With eachmatrix, we observed that the obtained
uniformity converges quickly after only a few iterations (figure A3 in the appendix). In all of the cases presented,
the FMC-basedmatrix yielded themost uniform image among allmatrices tested.

Figure 10. SimulatedDerenzo phantom scanwith 67Ga. The images were displayedwith the iteration number and thefilter size that
maximise theCNR. The imagewith the highest CNRwas highlighted in a box. Slice thickness was 0.8mm. Profiles through these
images can be seen in figure A4 in the appendix.

Figure 11. SimulatedDerenzo phantom scanwith 90Y. The ray-tracingmatrix used an analytical collimator, so therewas no problem
of collimator voxelisation. The images were displayedwith the iteration number and thefilter size thatmaximise the CNR. The image
with the highest CNRwas highlighted in a box. Slice thickness was 2mm. Profiles through these images can be seen infigure A4 in the
appendix.
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3.3. Experimental 123Imouse thyroid scan
Figure 9 shows images of themouse thyroid reconstructedwith the FMC-basedmatrix and the reference
matrices. The images clearly visualised two thyroid lobes that are connected by a thin isthmus (see the coronal
slices in figure 9). The isthmuswas seen because it also had iodine uptake and its width of about 0.3mm
(Treuting andDintzis 2012) can bewell visualised due to the high-resolution of EXIRAD-3D. Among the
matrices used, the traditionalmatrix resulted in a slightlymore blurry image, especially when looking at the
isthmus. The othermatrices yielded visually almost similar images. Although there is no ground truth in this
experiment to quantitatively compare thematrices’ performance, we can conclude that the FMC-basedmatrix
workswith the realmouse tissue scan.

3.4. Simulated 67Ga scan: combiningmultiple photopeaks
Figure 10 compares the EXIRAD-3D 67Ga reconstructions with differentmatrices and several energywindow
settings. In all of the presented cases, the 93 keV photopeak produced images with clearer rods than the 184 keV
photopeak. Post-reconstruction combining the images from separate energy windows did not show a clear
advantage over only using the 93 keVphotopeak. Pre-reconstruction combining the data and using a single
matrix in reconstruction yielded the best image. The traditionalmatrix and ray-tracingmatrix resulted in good
images in the pre-combined case; however, with a little distortion in the 0.12–0.13mmrod sectors. The FMC-
basedmatrix performed better than the traditional and ray-tracingmatrices by showing faithful shapes of the
0.13 mmrods, almost separating the rods in the 0.12 mmsector, and yielding the highest CNR (figure 12).With
this 67Ga scan, a resolution of 0.13mmwas achieved.

3.5. Simulated 90Y scan: utilising awide continuous energy spectrum
Figure 11 compares theHE-UHR-M 90Y reconstructions with differentmatrices and several energy window
settings. The 105–135 keV energywindow produced better images than the other single energy windows. This is
understandable becausemore photonswere detectedwithin this window than in the other windows (figure 3).
For allmatrices, post-reconstruction combining the images from separate energy windows did not show a clear
advantage over using the individual energywindows. Pre-reconstruction combining the data and using a single
FMC-basedmatrix in reconstruction yielded the best image visually and also the highest CNR (figure 12).With
this 90Y scan, a resolution of 0.75mmwas achieved.

4.Discussion

Wehave introduced an efficient and accurateMonte-Carlo based systemmatrix generationmethod for pinhole
SPECT and validated it on ourVECTor scanner with aHE-UHR-M collimator and an EXIRAD-3D collimator
for awide range of radionuclides. In the presented imaging situations, the FMC-basedmatrix demonstrates

Figure 12.CNRcomparison between the FMC-basedmatrices and the referencematrices for the simulatedDerenzo phantom scans
with 67Ga and 90Y. This figure only showed the best case for eachmatrix generationmethod (the pre-combined image). Both the
traditional and FMC-basedmatrices for these simulated scans used a∼0 μmpoint source.
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advantages over the traditional and ray-tracingmatrices. These advantages aremainly exhibited in two aspects.
First, for very-high-resolution imaging, i.e. with EXIRAD-3D, the FMC-basedmatrix lessens the difficult task of
fabricating a tiny point source, smaller than the image voxels (50μmfor EXIRAD-3D), as neededwith the
traditionalmatrix, and avoids extensivematrix computation time aswith the ray-tracingmatrix. Second, for
imaging radionuclides with complex emission energy spectra such as 67Ga and 90Y, the FMC-basedmatrix offers
a singlematrix image reconstruction solution bymodellingmultiple photopeakwindows or awide continuous
energywindow into onematrix.With the ray-tracingmethod, it is in principal also possible to combinematrices
frommultiple energies into a singlematrix by summingmatrix elements for the corresponding voxel-to-pixel
pathswith certainweights that are proportional to the emission yields at different energies. However, it takes
time to perform the same ray-tracing simulation formultiple energies, and it is hard to do this for the continuous
emission spectrumof 90Y. In other cases, with systems having lower resolutions than the resolution that
EXIRAD-3Doffers, andwith radionuclides emitting single energy spectra, the traditional or ray-tracing
matrices are expected to be a good choice; however, the FMC-basedmatrix can be used as well. Therefore, the
FMC-basedmatrix generationmethod can be a versatile systemmodellingmethod for pinhole SPECT systems.

The FMC-basedmatrix alreadymodels realistic image-degrading effects, such as positron range or beta-to-
bremsstrahlung range, which are not always included in the traditional and ray-tracingmatrices. In this work,
we have not examined in depth all these effects and only shown the effect ofmodelling beta-to-bremsstrahlung
range for 90Y. In this case, correcting the beta-to-bremsstrahlung range in the forward projection step of image
reconstruction alsoworkedwith the traditional and ray-tracingmatrices and the need formodelling it inside the
matrix aswith the FMC-basedmethodwas not clear. However, the proposedmethod is at least simpler than the
traditional and ray-tracingmethods in the sense that an additional effort to correct for these image-degrading
effects is not needed.

MCS is usually computationally expensive; however, the point source simulation acting as the key step in the
FMC-based systemmodelling procedure takes a relatively short time (less than 1 h formost of the cases in
table 3) thanks to the used acceleration technique (section 2.3.2). Therefore, FMC-basedmatrix generation time
is only slightly longer than the time required formaking the traditionalmatrix and can be significantly shorter
than the time required for calculating the ray-tracingmatrix. For instance, generating amatrix for EXIRAD-3D
and 99mTc takes about 1.5 dwith the FMC-basedmethod or the traditionalmethod, while it takes about 12 days
with the ray-tracingmethod.

With the FMC-based systemmodelling, ideally, a newmatrix needs to be generatedwhen the radionuclide
or the energy window setting changes. For a new radionuclide, the procedure needs to be restarted from the
point source simulation step, but if only the energywindow setting is adjusted for the same radionuclide, the
point source simulation step does not need to be performed again. Besides, the PSFfitting step in the proposed
method uses Gaussian functions, whichworkwell inmodelling PSFs for the studied energies (�285 keV).When
imaging high-energy isotopes such as PET isotopes, because ofmore scatter and penetration occurring near the
pinhole edges,more complex functions should be used.

5. Conclusion

Thiswork presents a new FMC-based systemmodellingmethod for ultra-high-resolution pinhole SPECT. The
results show that the proposedmethod is efficient, accurate, and versatile in creating energy-dependent system
matrix for various radionuclides. It ismore generalised than the traditionalmethodwhen changing radionuclide
or energywindow setting, andmore computationally efficient than the ray-tracingmethod for very-high-
resolution systems such as EXIRAD-3D. The FMC-basedmethod also shows the advantage of being able to
combine energies in a singlematrix.
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Appendix

Figure A1.Profiles through a PSF location from a point source scanwith 99mTc and the EXIRAD-3D collimator. The results are from
theMCS, the fastMCS, the traditionalmatrix, and the ray-tracingmatrix. Note that thewide PSFwith the traditionalmatrix is due to a
too large point source used in themeasurement. Two collimator voxel size were presented for the ray-tracingmatrix.

Figure A2.Experimental Derenzo phantom scanswith 99mTc and 111Inwith the EXIRAD-3D collimator to compare different cut-offs
used for the traditionmatrices. The images were displayedwith the iteration number and thefilter size thatmaximise theCNR. Slice
thicknesses were 0.2mmand 0.8mm for 99mTc and 111In, respectively. For both radionuclides, the traditionalmatrix with 20% cut-
off yielded images that resolve smaller rods than the traditionalmatrixwith 4%cut-off.We believe this is because a higher cut-off
compensates for the point source size (>100μmdiameter) used for calibration that could not bemade smaller than the image voxel
size (50μm). This is also demonstrated in table A1which shows the effect of the point source size.
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Figure A3.Uniformity versus iteration number for the experimental cylindrical phantom scanwith 99mTc showed infigure 8,
comparing the FMC-basedmatrix with the referencematrices. A smaller numbermeans a better uniformity.

Figure A4.Profiles obtained from the best reconstructedDerenzo phantom image (highest CNR) in figures 6, 10, and 11 for each
matrix generationmethod. Locations of the profile is indicatedwith a line drawn on the smallest discernible rod sector in each case.
The rod diameters are shown inmm.

TableA1.Effect of the size of the point source used in calibration
measurement on the reconstruction of theDerenzo phantom scanwith
99mTc. The listedCNR is the highest that was achievedwith the optimal
iteration number and filter size. The real fabricated point source had a
diameter of>100μm,while the diameter of the simulated point source
inGATEwas easily adjusted to 100 and∼0μm (an exact point).

Traditional FMC-based

PS>100μm PS>100μm PS 100μm PS∼0μm
20%cut-off 4% cut-off 4% cut-off 4% cut-off

CNR=1.93 CNR=1.55 CNR=1.75 CNR=2.27
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